
MEMO – April 27, 2021 

 

 

There new Public Health Orders that take effect tomorrow, they include 

 

1) No visitors to households – the only exception is people who live alone can have one designated person 

visit them.   

2) Outdoor gatherings are limited to 10 people in public places.  That impacts our pergola area as well as the 

bocce court.  Please ensure that no more than 10 people are out at the bocce court (this includes players 

and spectators).  And please ensure that there is no more than 10 people at any given time in the pergola 

area, and each table should only have no more than 4 people.   

3) Mask use in the building continues to be mandatory, except if you are in your suite or swimming in the 

pool.   

4) The MPR room remains closed. 

5) The pool can remain open so long as the Covid protocols continue to be followed.   

 

AGM – we were unable to hold our normal June AGM last June due to Covid and gathering size restrictions.  Here we 

are another year later, in the same situation.  I have made the decision that we are going to hold the meeting this 

year virtually.  There are many of us now that are likely very comfortable using computers/ipads, etc. for Zoom or 

Facetime, especially thanks to the pandemic where that is how so many of us stayed connected with family and 

friends.  I am hoping that the tenants who do not have this capability will be able to have their family’s assist them to 

connect to the meeting.    Please mark your calendars for Thursday, June 17, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.  Formal notices will 

be forthcoming along with the 2020 Financial Statements once they are finalized.   

 

Alteration Requests:  Due to the increasing number of cases and the variants of concern, we are hoping that tenants 

can put their renovations off until later in the year.  However, we will consider them, especially if you are planning on 

selling.  There are additional Covid19 protocols and requirements that tenants need to be aware of, as well as for the 

contractors, to meet prior to approval being given.  Contact the office to obtain the Alteration Request 

documentation.   

 

As per the Chief Medical Officer of Health of Manitoba, please continue to be vigilant about the following:  

- Practice physical distancing – please ensure you stay 6 feet away from others who do not live in your home.    

- Only one person or family per elevator.   

- Continue to ensure any visitors to the building have not travelled recently and are not sick.      

 

As mentioned before, any use of the common areas (hallways, tables, chairs, car wash, etc.) are at YOUR OWN RISK.   

 

Khrista Vogt  

CEO/Property Manager of Lindenholm Ministries Inc.   


